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Sunrise Mountain Ridge Newsletter
fax: 520-203-0223
HOTLINE:
hotline@smrhoa.com
Website: www.smrhoa.com
Database updates:
database@smrhoa.com

Classes
Yoga: Nancy Bower 834-2187

SNAP phone and website:

Newsletter Editor

437-9556;

Alan Frankle, 208-721-0573

Spanish: Cynthia Clark 425-5848

www.sunrisesnap.org

pubs@smrhoa.com

Water Aerobics
Joy Jensen 577-8208

Clubhouse reservations:

Publications Chair

Email or Call Kathie Flaherty,

Alan Frankle, 208-721-0573

mjensen@msn.com

389-8168
facilities_reservations@smrhoa.com

pubs@smrhoa.com
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President’s Remarks
It’s February (almost) and things are starting to come into a more normal cycle. Yes,
COVID-19 is still with us, but the vaccine is beginning to be distributed and Herb Burton
has e-blasted some information about how to get on the distribution list and I am sure more
information will be given to you as it becomes available. To those who enjoy football, today
are the last play-off games before the Superbowl. (Update: Tampa Bay and Kansas City)
You have read many of my articles where I mention what a beautiful place we are privileged
to live in. I thank the board and all the volunteers for their hard work keeping us a desirable
desert oasis and allowing SMR to remain a self-managed neighborhood. The element that I
forget to thank is YOU! I receive A LOT of phone calls and emails from people that have noticed problems that need to be addressed
by an SMR volunteer to be fixed. But the messages I enjoy the most are from residents who have some type of dispute with their
neighbor and want the board to step in to help settle it. I mention to the resident that they will probably get better results if they make
contact with their neighbor directly (start with howdy!) and work things out. Usually, I will receive an email later telling me the problem
was resolved along with a thank you.
So, it’s not just the views or the recreational areas that make SMR a nice place to live but it is also the people.
The next board meeting will be February 11th at 9:00am via ZOOM. If anyone needs instruction you can contact me by email at
president@smrhoa.com.
It seems the King of Spain has been quarantined on his private jet. That means the reign in Spain stays mainly on the plane…..
Talk to you later.
Jim Warner
President, SMR HOA
Email: president@smrhoa.com
Ph: 520-744-8208
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Landscape
January was another busy month of planting as well as purchasing. We got 32 goodsized and healthy ocotillos at the Tucson Cactus and Succulent Society (TCSS)
special sale in January. This means there will be four new ocotillos in each of our
eight landscape zones. These are in addition to the more than 200 plants of many
varieties that we purchased during the fall, most of which have now been planted
throughout the community. Pictures are worth more than anything I can say, so
please check out the photos of our latest Landscape “residents” in the Newsletter
Gallery. We are working on the plant list for Spring 2021 now. We intend to make
our purchases during February so that we can get them all planted by March 15th. It
is important to give new plants a chance to establish themselves before the hot weather hits in late April.
End of January weather news: Rain and Snow, at last! And Darrin got the timing just right in applying the pre-emergent shortly before
the rains came. We are hoping it will work this time to minimize the weeds. But we are just so delighted to be able to turn off the
irrigation and let Nature hydrate our plants. The rain also made it much easier to plant our new additions. Hoping for more rain in the
days ahead.
I will end with a plug for TCSS, which is a terrific organization that rescues cacti that are displaced by construction. They also provide
very useful information about our southern Arizona flora. They have another sale coming up, and I shall try to get more plants for the
community. The prices are terrific, and the quality is excellent. Check out their website if you are interested in more information:
https://www.tucsoncactus.org/ .
Wishing health and happiness to all.
Eloise Gore
Landscape Committee Chair
Landscape@SMRHOA.com

Recreation
Pools and Spas
Both pools and spas are open this Winter to alleviate any crowding issues that may
result from the 10-person limit. Please continue to follow CDC and State and County
Covid 19 guidelines regarding distancing, washing of hands and masks where
appropriate. The restrictions will most likely be in place through the Summer months.
Only residents and their overnight guests are permitted to use the pools and spas at
this time. EKonomy will continue to service the pools and spas five days per week.
The East pool is scheduled to be closed the month of May for replastering. It has been over ten years since the last replastering and the
surface is showing deterioration. Every effort will be made to complete the replastering as quickly as possible. More updates to come
as we get closer to May.
Court
The tennis/pickle ball court continues to receive steady use. Feedback on the new surface and windscreens has been positive.
Windscreens will be installed on the east side of the court in the next few weeks. The court will then be completely enclosed and wind
free for pickle ball and tennis play.
Book Nook
Jill Ballesteros has done a great job keeping our private library open and stocked with books. Please continue to follow guidelines that
are posted for safe handling of books during the pandemic.
Clubhouse
Remains closed.
Enjoy our resort class facilities this Winter!
Jay Flaherty
recreation@smrhoa.com
I can be reached at recreation@smrhoa.com with any comments or concerns.
Jay Flaherty
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Architecture
First, I would like to state that we live in an extraordinary and caring community.
During the past few months I have been distracted by the slow demise and,
ultimately, the death of my husband. Countless of you reached out and supported,
consoled and fed me during this time and for that I am not only grateful but
humbled. Bob and I are recent arrivals but embraced SMR and felt we were
blessed to have landed here. I had no idea that soon SMR would embrace me.
My deep gratitude extends to all of you.
I would also like to acknowledge Cheryl Adams for serving as alternate chair of
the committee in my stead. She not only chaired our committee meeting but sat
in my place at the monthly board meeting. It is volunteers like Cheryl that make our HOA run well. Now, after about a month-long leave
of absence, I am stepping back into my duties.
*****************
DID YOU KNOW?
There is a new Snowbird Checklist available online at smrhoa.com.
*****************
This new checklist is offered in a one-page format to facilitate leaving/returning your SMR property for a period of time. It has been
posted online on the Architecture page. It appears in addition to the longer versions which explain in great detail the systems, construction
elements and other helpful aspects of physical upkeep and maintenance. I hope you will review the new checklist and, if you have any
suggested additions, the committee will gladly consider them.
REMINDER #1: If you plan to sell your SMR home, please contact resale@smrhoa.com or phone Angie Perryman at 520615-4074 before putting your house on market and thank you in advance for your cooperation.
REMINDER #2: If you are contemplating any exterior project work, please check the Architectural Design Reference (ADR)
or contact me BEFOREHAND regarding the SMR Project Application requirement. Failure to this may result in a fine,
unnecessary delays and/or expensive revisions.
Janet Pearce Foster
Chair, Architecture Committee
Email: architecture@smrhoa.com

Roads
You may have noticed some construction work occurring the last couple of months
on Troche Alegre. In December, Comcast replaced a cable underneath a section of
sidewalk using a drilling machine, and in the process they damaged a section of the
sidewalk and a driveway. One of the residents whose house was affected by the
work contacted us, and we in turn contacted Comcast. Following a meeting with
Comcast representatives and the affected residents, the Comcast subcontractor
replaced several sidewalk sections and a section of a damaged driveway. We were
pleased with the responsiveness of Comcast in addressing a hazardous situation.
The Roads committee appreciates being made aware of contractor work that affects our roads. Utility contractors do not directly contact
SMR when they are doing maintenance or repair, and so we encourage residents to let us know of ongoing work.
John Mitchell
Roads Chair
roads@smrhoa.com or 1-608-347-5992
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Hospitality Committee
Unfortunately, there is nothing new to report from Hospitality this month. We
hope to have better news in the not-too-distant future. Until then, be safe.
email colleenmcauliffe@earthlink.net or ronlflynn@icloud.com.
Ron and Colleen
Hospitality Chairs

Nominating Committee
It has been a quiet month for the Nomination Committee, and we have nothing to
report.
John Mitchell
Nomination Chair
nominations@smrhoa.com or 1-608-347-5992

Neighborhood Watch
SMR’s Neighborhood Watch Program is a valuable asset to all of our residents.
Neighborhood Watch is staffed by 25 of your SMR neighbors (referred to as your
Block Captains), who provide hospitality, help, and security to each of us along
the 13 streets that comprise our community.
Block Captains welcome new residents in person and deliver a welcome package
of information about our remarkable neighborhood. They also are your “go-to”
person to report any security issues, vandalism, or unwanted solicitation you may
encounter.
To make SMR’s Neighborhood Watch Program work well, it is important that you
know, and have a relationship with your Block Captain. That includes knowing
their name and how to reach them in an emergency or when you need help.
A good place to start is to go to the SMR website at www.SMRHOA.com, and click on the Neighborhood Watch link on the left side
of the screen, 7th from the top. There you will find the names, phone numbers and email addresses for all the Block Captains, along
with their pictures and the addresses for which they are responsible. If you haven’t met your Block Captain yet, give them a call.
Several reminders as we enter the second month of 2021:
•

Be proactive in getting your COVID-19 vaccine shot. If you have difficulty in getting an appointment, reach out to others
for help.
• Check your listing information contained in the SMR Directory, which will be updated and reprinted in February. If
it has changed or is incorrect, please send the correct information in an email to Herb Burton at database@smrhoa.com as soon
as possible.
• New residents, if you completed a Resident Information form when you moved in, your information will appear as you
provided it. If you have not submitted this form, please complete a New Resident Information Form (available on the SMR
website at www.SMRHOA.com, by clicking on the SMR HOA Resident Fillable Information and Emergency Information line
on the front page.) and forward it to database@smrhoa.com, before the February cutoff date.
Bob Shaff
SMR Neighborhood Watch Chair
Neighborhood@smrhoa.com
520-981-0648
February 2021
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Volunteer Liaison
To volunteer for SMR Committee or Board work, contact me
VOLUNTEER@SMRHOA.com.
Allen Hile, Chair Volunteer Liaison

Database
Reminder. The Annual Homeowners Guide and Directory will be published soon.
If you wish to update your directory information, please do so by mid-February.
If you are uncertain about what is in the SMR HOA database, shoot an email to
database@smrhoa.com and I will send you your current information.
Welcome to SMR
Connie and Fred Koser 4170 Camino Ferreo; connie_fred@centurylink.net; 717413-7326, 520-709-5733
Nancy Heiser 4490 Trocha Alegre; nancyjheiser@gmail.com; 520-991-3295
Changes
Joan Nevin: 4151 Ferreo; remove phone number 529-3887
Herb Burton
Please submit any updates, changes, corrections and new information to: database@smrhoa.com

Advertising by Residents
Procedure: Ads must be limited to 50 words, text only, no pictures, include a phone number and/or email address, and be submitted by
the middle of the month preceding the newsletter publication date (the first of the month, except for a combined mid-summer issue on
July 15). The ad is good for one issue. If you want it repeated, you must submit another request. Ad copy should be sent to Alan
Frankle, Pubs@smrhoa.com.
For Sale
Townie Electra Bikes
Two gently used bikes in excellent condition. Man’s bike has 21 gears; $300. Lady’s Step Thru bike has 7 gears; $200. Will throw in
Schwinn bike rack at no additional cost, if buying both. Call Pete or Tiny Read at 520-615-8545 to set up appointment.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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SNAP phone: 437-9556
http://www.sunrisesnap.org

SNAP Services
For older adults who want to remain in the homes they love and the neighborhoods they trust, Sunrise Neighborhood Assistance Program
(SNAP) is a reassuring lifeline, providing our Sunrise neighbors with needed resources and support.
SNAP continues to provide transportation for essential medical appointments for our senior neighbors throughout this pandemic.
Additionally, we are providing Care Calls to those neighbors who would like regular phone calls while they remain socially distanced.
Our Meals program delivers meals donated by our Community Partner, Tucson Place, to vulnerable and homebound neighbors twice a
week.
SNAP considers vaccination against COVID-19 to be an essential medical appointment. Once you obtain your appointment to receive
the vaccination, contact SNAP if you need transportation to the administration site. If we have volunteers available, we will gladly get
you to and from your vaccination site. As always, during the pandemic, you will be required to wear a face mask and sit in the back seat
of the volunteer’s vehicle. Contact us 48 hours or more prior to your appointment for the best chance of volunteer driver availability. If
you are new to SNAP services, a telephone interview is required prior to being enrolled for SNAP transportation. SNAP Line: 520-4379556.
Lynda Stites
Volunteer Program Manager
Sunrise Neighborhood Assistance Program (SNAP)
new mailing address:
6890 E. Sunrise Drive, Suite 120-298
Tucson, AZ 85750
www.sunrisesnap.org
(c) 520.427.8208
(o) 520.437.9556

Photo Gallery on Last Pages
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Please Support Our Advertisers
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SMR PHOTO GALLERY
For our website users we are starting a monthly Photo Gallery. Please send any interesting photos of fauna, flora, sunrises, sunsets or
any other photos of items that make SMR special. Please e-mail to pubs@smrhoa.com.

A large Doe - Doug Dickey

SMR Winter-Alan Frankle

New Landscape Plantings-Eloise Gore

Bribon & Ferreo

Carrillo & Tanuri

Bottom of Carrillo

Midway Carrillo Hill

Chico
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Colorada Entrance

Behind East Pool
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